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Synaptic waveforms, constructed from excitatory and inhibitory presynaptic Poisson trains, are
presented to living and computational neurons. We review how the average output of a neuron �e.g.,
the firing rate� is set by the difference between excitatory and inhibitory event rates while neuronal
variability is set by their sum. We distinguish neuronal variability from reproducibility. Variability
quantifies how much an output measure is expected to vary; for example, the interspike interval
coefficient of variation quantifies the typical range of interspike intervals. Reproducibility quantifies
the similarity of neuronal outputs in response to repeated presentations of identical stimuli. Al-
though variability and reproducibility are conceptually distinct, we show that, for ideal current
source synapses, reproducibility is defined entirely by variability. For physiologically realistic
conductance-based synapses, however, reproducibility is distinct from variability and average out-
put, set by the Poisson rate and the degree of synchrony within the synaptic waveform. © 2006
American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2209427�
ortical neurons receive thousands of excitatory and in-
ibitory synaptic inputs per second, each constituting a
mall conductance change coupled with a synaptic rever-
al potential. According to some encoding scheme that is
till a subject of study, neurons convert their synaptic
nputs into trains of action potentials. In this work, we
eview the relationships between standard synaptic input
arameters and the neuronal outputs they produce. We
ocus on three measures of output: average output re-
ponses (membrane potential or spike rate), the temporal
ariability of responses, and the reproducibility of re-
ponses to repeated presentations of “frozen noise” in-
uts. We contrast these measures in response to experi-
entally convenient current-based inputs and more

ealistic conductance-based inputs. With current-based
nputs, we find that the mean firing rate and variability
an be tuned independently with simple input structures,
ut that reliability is not independently tunable. In con-
rast, conductance-based inputs enable a richer output
pace in which spike rate, variability, and reliability can
e independently tuned using simple synaptic inputs.

. INTRODUCTION

A neuron receives information from upstream nerve or
ensory cells, restructures that information, and passes it
long to downstream neurons or muscles cells. Depending on
he physiological and situational details of the neuron, that
estructuring step takes one of many forms: signals can be
elayed, recorded, summed, subtracted, multiplied, multi-
lexed, divided, differentiated, integrated, or ignored. From
he information processing perspective, however, signal re-
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structuring can be summarized with thorough input-output
�I/O� maps. The typical output of interest is the membrane
potential—in particular, the occurrence of action potentials.

Whether the average spike rate or precise spike timing is
more important is an ancient, enduring debate in the neuro-
science community. An emerging picture is that both mea-
sures matter: the average spike rate conveys significant in-
formation but the specific pattern of spike times may be
equally important. If patterns of spikes are to convey any
useful information, they must be reproducible. That is, a neu-
ron should respond similarly to repeated presentations of the
same input. However, responses to repeated identical sensory
stimuli in vivo can be highly unreliable.1,2 This finding sug-
gests that if firing patterns matter at all, physiologically re-
alistic I/O maps should assign probability values to various
outputs as a function of input. A thorough exploration of
these maps should include the inputs that a neuron likely
receives in its natural state. The synaptic inputs that drive
responses in vivo can be significantly synchronized,3,4 with a
degree of synchronization that can be modulated by
attention5 and local rhythms.6–8 Synaptic correlations follow-
ing from presynaptic synchrony alter the synaptic waveform
and consequently the output statistics of the postsynaptic
neuron.9,10

Here, we focus on the effects of specific features of fluc-
tuating synaptic inputs on the features of neuronal output, in
both neuronal recordings and in a simple neuronal model. In
doing so, we operate from the viewpoint that fluctuating
background activity is not “synaptic noise” but rather part of
the complex signal to which the neuron is meant to respond.
We examine neuronal outputs in response to synaptic inputs
that, after being generated via a probabilistic process, are
frozen and presented to a neuron many times. Given this

frozen synaptic input, a neuron has an ideal response, i.e., the

© 2006 American Institute of Physics5-1
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utput in the absence of all other noise sources. In real neu-
ons, however, both extrinsic and intrinsic noise sources keep
euronal output from exactly reflecting the idealized re-
ponse. Extrinsic noise sources are primarily true synaptic
oise, which may stem from many sources, including pr-
synaptic action potential propagation failure, probabilistic
esicle release,11 variable vesicle size,12 probabilistic recep-
or binding, and spurious presynaptic spike generation.13 In-
rinsic noise sources include the stochastic effects of ion-
hannel flicker, which can be large enough to alter neuronal
utput.14,15 Because we deliver inputs via the recording elec-
rode, our approach eliminates extrinsic noise, leaving only
ntrinsic noise to induce unreliable responses �i.e., responses
hat differ from trial to trial�.

The inputs used in this study are simple. Excitatory and
nhibitory inputs are driven by separate homogeneous Pois-
on processes. We vary the degree of presynaptic synchrony
y altering the size of the postsynaptic input induced by each
resynaptic event. Because biological synaptic inputs arise
ia changes in postsynaptic conductance, and because neu-
onal responses differ substantially with current-based and
onductance-based synaptic background inputs,16–18 we
ompare responses generated by these two input modalities.
onductance-based inputs are delivered experimentally us-

ng the dynamic clamp technique.19–21

Our analysis of modeled and measured outputs focuses
n three measures: output mean, variability, and reproduc-
bility. With theoretical results, simulations, and experimen-
al recordings, we demonstrate that our simple input structure
as the flexibility to span the physiologically relevant space
f output mean and variance, for both conductance-based
nd current-based inputs. For current-based inputs, there is a
ne-to-one correspondence between variability and
eproducibility—more highly variable outputs are also more
eproducible. Conductance-based inputs, however, provide
dditional flexibility by enabling the independent tuning of
ariability and reproducibility. For a fixed firing rate in either
odality, output patterns may be highly variable and highly

eproducible, or minimally variable and minimally reproduc-
ble. However, for the conductance input modality only, out-
ut patterns may also be minimally variable but highly re-
roducible, or the converse.

I. METHODS

For this work, we utilized both computational and ex-
erimental methods. We presented similar stochastic pseudo-
ynaptic waveforms to both integrate-and-fire models and
eurons living in a brain slice preparation. In this section we
etail the construction of the pseudosynaptic waveforms, the
odeling of the integrate-and-fire neurons, the tissue prepa-

ation, and the methods we used to present the stochastic
aveforms in vitro.

. Synaptic input waveforms

Many theoretical and computational studies have ex-
lored how different models of synaptic inputs affect neu-
onal responses. One often overlooked detail is the input mo-

ality: whether synapse are modeled as ideal current sources

wnloaded 03 Jul 2006 to 152.3.194.116. Redistribution subject to AIP
or as a more biologically realistic conductance in series with
a synaptic reversal potential. In this work we present identi-
cal frozen pseudosynaptic inputs to computational and in
vitro neurons as both currents and conductances.

In either input modality, the synaptic waveform is a ran-
dom process that we will model to generate the frozen pseu-
dosynaptic inputs. This random process is often modeled as
some Gaussian distributed waveform: either white noise
�which in the current modality can yield qualitatively incor-
rect results�22 or an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck source.17 In the con-
ductance modality these approaches are perfectly valid for
evaluating input-output relationships, but they lack a notion
of synaptic identity. Hence, questions concerning how syn-
aptic strength or release rate affect output statistics are diffi-
cult to address.

Another common approach, and the one taken in this
paper, is to consider input as a synaptic kernel convolved
with an event train, typically generated from a Poisson pro-
cess. In this general construction the kernel represents the
signal delivered to the neuron by an individual synapse, and
each element of the event train represents a presynaptic
spike. Previous work has explored the case of exponentially
decaying synapses22 �e−t/� : t�0� and alpha function
synapses23 �te−t/� : t�0�. The general findings of these ap-
proaches are similar. We will focus on a difference-of-
exponentials kernel �e−t/�f −e−t/�r : t�0�. The difference-of-
exponentials incorporates the independent rising and falling
time constants observed experimentally, �r and � f, respec-
tively. Our input waveform model is thus a Poisson process,
characterized by a Poisson rate �, convolved with a
difference-of-exponentials function �Fig. 1�. In addition, we
scale the difference-of-exponentials function by N represent-
ing the number of synapses that fire synchronously with each
independent event. Further explained in the results, high val-
ues of N enable the variable firing patterns observed in
vivo.24

The average synaptic rate is thus f =�N. While the aver-
age value of the input waveform is proportional to f , the
variability is differentially affected by changes to � and N
�Fig. 2�. Specifically, the variance is proportional to � and
N2. In computational models we explore the effects of these
parameters on neuronal behavior. Because input variability is
more sensitive to N, we focus our in vitro work on neuronal
properties as a function of N in order to restrict our experi-
mental studies to a reasonable number of trials.

B. Computational modeling

The pseudosynaptic waveforms described previously
were generated at run time with a fixed time step �t, set to
10 �s for computational models and 75 �s for living neu-
rons. We used a formulation that can be calculated in a fixed
number of steps �a real-time computing requirement for the
in vitro case� while accommodating arbitrarily many
difference-of-exponentials synaptic events of the same type
with only two state variables and requiring only one pseudo-
random number per time step. For each Poisson rate �, a
cumulative distribution function was constructed and in-

verted, such that all numbers from 0 and 1 could be mapped
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nto an integer number of events. A uniformly distributed
seudorandom number from 0 to 1 was generated for each
ime step and mapped back into the inverted distribution
unction to yield the number of events m�k� in time step k,
ypically zero or one. Rising and falling synaptic variables
ar and af� were incremented by the number of new events
nd allowed to decay exponentially. The amplitude s�k� at
ach k was found as the difference of synaptic variables
caled by N, the number of synapses per event,

ar�k + 1� = ar�k�e−�t/�r + m�k� ,

af�k + 1� = af�k�e−�t/�f + m�k� , �1�

s�k� = N�af�k� − ar�k�� .

he time signal s�t� was constructed as a zeroth-order hold
f s�k� �i.e., s�t�=s�k� for tk� t� tk+1�. We kept the wave-
orms similar by using identical random seeds for various
rials. With this method, trials with identical Poisson rates �
ut different N are precisely scaled versions of one another
nd trials with different � are highly correlated. This corre-

IG. 1. Pseudosynaptic waveform. Construction of the pseudosynaptic
aveform used to simulate neuronal inputs received in vivo. �a� The shape
f the individual synapse function is a difference of exponentials. The syn-
pse onset is dominated by the rising time constant ��r=1 ms�, and the
ynapse decay is controlled by the falling time constant �� f =3 ms�. A simple
ormalization procedure keeps the peak amplitude at unity: defining A
��r /� f�1/��f−�r�, divide the waveform amplitude by �A�r−A�f�. �b� Example

ealization of a Poisson process with characteristic rate �=100 Hz. �c� The
seudosynaptic waveform is the convolution of the difference-of-
xponentials synapse function with the Poisson train.
ation can be understood by ranking time bins by their re-

wnloaded 03 Jul 2006 to 152.3.194.116. Redistribution subject to AIP
spective pseudorandom numbers, r1 to rk. Because cumula-
tive distribution functions are necessarily monotonic, smaller
pseudorandom numbers correspond to fewer events: m�r1�
�m�r2�� . . . �m�rk�. The rank order of the number of
events in each bin will never change, meaning waveforms
with different values of � will exhibit similar peaks and
valleys.

The dimensionless waveform sx�t� represents all synaptic
inputs of a given type x �e.g., excitatory or inhibitory�. To
present the pseudosynaptic inputs to a neuron, sx was con-
verted to a current Ix in one of two ways depending on the
modality being modeled. For the current input modality, Ix is

Ix�t� =
Qx

� f − �r
sx�t� , �2�

where Qx is the total charge delivered per event. A common
alternate approach is to scale each unitary synaptic event by
a peak current value, Ipeak. The approaches are equivalent
with Ipeak=Qx / �S��� f −�r��, where the charge normalization
parameter, S���A�r−A�f� with A���r /� f�1/��f−�r�, is com-
pletely determined by the time constants. For the conduc-
tance modality, the current was found as

Ix�t� =
�x

� f − �r
�Vx − Vm�t��sx�t� , �3�

where �x is the conductance-modality analog of charge, Vx

is the synaptic reversal potential, and Vm is the time varying

FIG. 2. Poisson rate vs synchrony. Pseudosynaptic waveforms were gener-
ated while varying the Poisson rate � and the number of synchronous syn-
aptic releases N per element of the Poisson train. �a� Example realizations
for three values of N and �. The vertical scale is unitless; a value of 1 is the
peak amplitude of a single synaptic event; the dotted lines indicate 0. For a
visually fair comparison, each trial was simulated from the same random
number series. Hence, trials in a column are literally scaled versions of each
other and trials in a row are highly correlated. Note that the corners �N ,��
= �3,1� and �1,3� have identical means but that the variability is much larger
in the former. �b� The mean waveform amplitude is identically dependent
upon N and �. �c� Waveform variance is more sensitive to changes in N than
�. Note the logarithmic color scale.
membrane potential. In parallel with the current modality
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ase, the peak unitary conductance is Gpeak=�x / �S��� f −�r��.
egardless of the modality, the total synaptic input Isyn typi-
ally comprised one type of excitatory Ie and inhibitory Ii

seudosynaptic waveform: Isyn�t�= Ie�t�+ Ii�t�.
For computational experiments we used a passive mem-

rane parametrized by a capacitance Cm and leak conduc-
ance Gm �yielding a time constant �m=Cm /Gm�, and rest
otential Vrest,

dVm

dt
=

1

�m
�Vrest − Vm�t�� + 	�t��Dm +

1

Cm
Isyn�t� �4�

ith the synaptic waveforms that comprise Isyn�t� defined
reviously. The noise term 	�t� denotes a zero mean, unit
ariance, white noise process, weighted by the square root of
he potential diffusion coefficient Dm. This diffusion coeffi-
ient can be set to determine membrane noise variance 
Vm

2

n the absence of synaptic input, by the relationship: Dm

2
Vm
2 /�m. In the noise free case, the one dimensional model

f Eq. �4� was solved analytically for Vm at each time step of

syn�t� with Dm at zero. When including noise, a stochastic
erm equal to ��k���t Dm�1/2 was added to each Vm�k� before
rogressing to the next time step, where each ��k� is an in-
ependent, zero-mean, unit-variance Gaussian pseudoran-
om number.

Parameters were selected to approximate their physi-
logically measured counterparts in the superficial entorhinal
ortex: Cm=100 pF,Gm=10 nS. The system is invariant to
hifts in Vrest, which was set to 0 for simplicity. When spik-
ng behavior was desirable, we turned the passive model into
n integrate-and-fire neuron by introducing a threshold Vth.
henever Vm exceeded Vth, a spike occurred and Vm was

eld at Vreset for an absolute refractory period of 10 ms.
hifted by the rest potential, Vth and Vreset were set to 10 mV
nd −10 mV, respectively.

. Biological methods

Experiments were conducted as approved by the Boston
niversity Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee ac-

ording to established techniques. Briefly, Long-Evans rats
etween days 12 and 22, were anesthetized by overexposure
o CO2 and euthanized via guillotine. The skull was opened
nd the brain immediately immersed in 0°C artificial cere-
ral spinal fluid �ACSF�. The ACSF consisted of, in mM:
aCl 126, KCl 3, NaH2PO4 1.25, MgSO4 2, NaHCO3 26,
-Glucose 10, CaCl2 2. It was buffered to a pH of 7.4 with
5/5% O2/CO2. Immersed in ACSF, the brain was glued to a
licing chamber. Horizontal slices containing the hippocam-
us and entorhinal cortex were cut to a thickness of 350–400
m using a horizontal slicer �1000+, Vibratome�. Seven to

en slices per animal were placed in a room temperature
ubble chamber, continuously bathed in oxygenated ACSF.
lices were allowed to recover for 1.5 h prior to experimen-

al recordings.
Electrodes were pulled on a horizontal puller �P97, Sut-

er Instruments� and filled with artificial neuroplasm contain-
ng, in mM: K-gluconate, 135; HEPES 10.0; NaCl 5.0;

gCl2 2.0; EGTA .50; Tris-ATP 2.0; Tris-GTP 0.40. KOH

as added to reach a pH of 7.25. Final electrode resistances

wnloaded 03 Jul 2006 to 152.3.194.116. Redistribution subject to AIP
were between 3.5 and 7.0 M�. Tissue slices were moved
from the bubble chamber to the stage of an infrared, differ-
ential interference contrast equipped microscope �Axioskop
2+, Zeiss�. The microscope stage was bathed in recycling
oxygenated ACSF with 10 �M CNQX, 10 �M bicuculline
methiodide, and 30 �M AP-5 added to block all ionotropic
synaptic activity. Healthy principal neurons within layer II of
the medial entorhinal cortex were visualized.

Electrodes were attached to the headstage of a current
clamp amplifier �either the AxoClamp 2B or the Multiclamp
700A, both from Axon Instruments�, connected to a standard
personal computer via a multipurpose data acquisition card
�E-series, National Instruments�. Electrode tips were patched
onto neuronal membranes with G� seals with a manual
�Huxley� or electronic �S. D. Instruments� micromanipulator
and mild suction. Pulses of strong suction fractured the
membrane patch. Neurons were hyperpolarized to −70 mV
for at least one minute while the bridge and capacitance com-
pensation were set. Data were recorded on the computer at
sample rates between 5 and 20 kHz �typically 13.3 kHz�.
Neurons that exhibited a greater than 20% membrane poten-
tial sag to hyperpolarizing current pulses were identified as
stellate neurons.25 All other cells were labeled pyramidal
neurons. After identification, cells were allowed to rest for
ten minutes prior to experimental recordings.

D. Synaptic waveform delivery

We delivered identical pseudosynaptic currents Isyn�t� to
computational and living neurons as both currents and con-
ductances. Exponential time constants were �r=1 ms and
� f =3 ms, and did not vary between modality or synapse
type. Although inhibitory synapses are typically slower than
excitatory ones in vivo, keeping identical time constants sim-
plifies the presentation of results without changing the gen-
eral findings. To generate and deliver both input modalities
to living neurons, we used a dynamic clamp system running
under Real-Time Application Interface for Linux.19 All in
vitro inputs were strictly excitatory. For the current modality,
Qx=10 fC. In the conductance modality, we set excitatory
synaptic reversal potential to Vx=0. The conductance modal-
ity amplitude was set to match the current modality at rest
�by Eqs. �2� and �3�: Qx=�x�Vx−Vrest�� and depended on the
rest potential in units of mV: �x=−10 fC/Vrest. The same
parameters were used for the computational models, except
since Vrest had been shifted to zero, we defined �x

=0.2 fC/mV, equivalent to Qx for a synaptic reversal poten-
tial 50 mVabove Vrest.

In the in vitro studies, 1.0 to 5.0 second waveforms were
scaled by 5 to 20 different values of excitatory synapse syn-
chrony N, set differently for each neuron to span subthresh-
old, perithreshold, and suprathreshold behaviors. The scaled
waveforms for each N were input to each neuron 5 to 20
times as both a conductance and a current. Each neuron re-
ceived a total of 	200 waveform presentations in random
order across all N and both modalities, with 5 to 15 s of rest
between waveforms. The complete recording duration for
each neuron lasted from 20 to 60 min. Data from cells that

lived for less than 30 min post-patching were not analyzed.
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II. OUTPUT MEAN AND VARIABILITY

Synaptic inputs that are too small to alter substantially
ither the total membrane conductance or membrane poten-
ial are well approximated as time-varying current sources.
n this paper, we explore the various ways in which this
pproximation breaks down in response to physiologically
ealistic inputs. To begin, we delineate in clear terms the
undamental differences between synaptic inputs modeled as
urrent and conductances. We go on to examine how those
ifferences impact first and second order neuronal output sta-
istics. Finally, we show that conductance inputs enable out-
ut reproducibility tuning that is not possible in response to
urrent inputs.

. Subthreshold responses to current
nd conductance: Theory and modeling

First, we examine how the synaptic waveform param-
ters affect the synaptic output statistics. Beginning with the
urrent-based synapses, we can express our model of a syn-
ptic current x as

Ix�t� =
QxNx

� f − �r



k

�e−�t−tx,k�/�f − e−�t−tx,k�/�r�H�t − tx,k� , �5�

here x can represent either excitatory or inhibitory currents.
ere H�t� is the Heaviside function and the set �tx,k� com-
rises the arrival times of all presynaptic events of type x,
haracterized by the Poisson rate constant �x. The mean
alue of a Poisson process convolved with a causal, non-
egative kernel is the integral from zero to infinity of the
ernel times the rate constant. The variance is �x times the
ntegral of the squared kernel. For our current-based syn-
pses those relationships yield

�Ix� = QxNx�x = Qxfx, �6a�

Ix
2 =

Qx
2Nx

2�x

2�� f + �r�
=

Qx
2Nx

2�� f + �r�
fx. �6b�

he mean synaptic current and the average event rate �fx�
an both be held constant while decreasing �lower Nx, raise

x� or increasing �raise Nx, and lower �x� the synaptic current
ariance.

Neurons receive input from excitatory and inhibitory
ynapses. Applying the previous description to both excita-
ory �Ie� and inhibitory �Ii� currents, the total synaptic current
s Isyn�t�= Ie�t�+ Ii�t�. Near rest Qe is strictly positive and Qi

trictly negative—for analytic simplicity, we set Q0=Qe

−Qi. Assuming that excitatory and inhibitory signals are
ndependent, the total synaptic mean �Isyn� and variance Isyn

2

re simply the sums of the individual means and variances,
espectively,

�Isyn� = Q0�fe − f i� , �7a�

Isyn
2 =

Q0
2

2�� f + �r�
�Nefe + Nifi�. �7b�

he average synaptic current thus depends on the difference

etween excitatory and inhibitory synaptic rates, but the syn-

wnloaded 03 Jul 2006 to 152.3.194.116. Redistribution subject to AIP
aptic current variance depends on their sum, weighted by
their synchrony. With Ne=Ni=1, lines of constant �Isyn� are
orthogonal to constant Isyn

2 in the �e−�i plane �Figs. 3�b�
and 3�c�, top�. While precise orthogonality depends on
matching excitatory and inhibitory parameters, the qualita-
tive result does not: �Isyn� and Isyn

2 can be independently
tuned by varying �e+�i and �e−�i.

Presenting this synaptic current to the passive membrane
of Eq. �4�, we can find the membrane potential statistics.
Convolving the membrane potential impulse response with
the synaptic kernel, and repeating the procedure used to cal-

FIG. 3. Synaptic current statistics. Biologically realistic synaptic current to
a purely passive neuron. �a� Sample current traces for three values of exci-
tatory ��e� and inhibitory ��i� synaptic rates, modeled as current-based �top�
and conductance-based �bottom� synapses. Dashed lines indicate zero cur-
rent. �b� Average synaptic current �Isyn� as a function of �e and �i. The plots
are similar but conductance-based results �bottom� are less parallel than
current-based results �top�. �c� Synaptic current variance Isyn

2 as a function
of �e and �i. Note the logarithmic color scale. The conductance-based simu-
lations �bottom� yielded a differently shaped and largely reduced variance
function from the current-based simulations �top�.
culate the current moments above, we find
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Vm� =
Q0

Gm
�fe − f i� �8a�

Vm
2 =

Q0
2

2BmGm
2 �Nefe + Nifi� +

�m

2
Dm � �V�

2 + 
Vm
2 , �8b�

here Bm is simply a time constants scaling factor: Bm

��m+� f���m+�r��� f +�r� / ��m� f +�m�r+� f�r�. We define �V�
2

s the variance attributable to the synaptic input current to
istinguish it from 
Vm

2 , the intrinsic membrane potential
ariance that by construction is independent of Vm. The no-
ation �V�

2 is intended to stress that it is the variance of the

verage membrane potential waveform �Vm�t��, in response
o repeated presentations of the same synaptic input. An in-
pection of Eqs. �7� and �8� reveals the general result that,
hifted by rest potential �Vrest=0�, the average membrane po-
ential varies proportionally to �Isyn�. Similarly, in the
ntrinsic-noise free case �
Vm

2 =0�, the membrane potential
ariance is exactly proportional to Isyn

2 . This proportionality
olds for many other current modality input models, includ-
ng white noise26 and certain Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
rocesses.27 The Poisson rates �e and �i, through their ability
o tune out �Isyn� and Isyn

2 , can be set to achieve any reason-
ble combination of �Vm� and Vm

2 .
In the treatment above, we assumed that Isyn was equal to

he combination of two stationary random process currents,
ach generated via the sum of many tiny synaptic events. In
eality, those synaptic events generate a conductance change
cross the membrane and are associated with a synaptic re-
ersal potential Vx. It is therefore more realistic to model
ynaptic currents in the conductance modality:

Ix�t� =
�x�Vx − Vm�t��Nx

� f − �r



k

�e−�t−tx,k�/�f − e−�t−tx,k�/�r�

�H�t − tx,k� , �9�

here �x is the charge per unit voltage delivered by a single
ynaptic event. Analogous to Q0 previous, we set �0=�e

�i. Keeping in mind that we shifted Vrest to 0, we corre-
pondingly shift the synaptic reversal potentials and for sim-
licity set Vsyn=Ve=−Vi. From Eqs. �4� and �9�, the mean
otal synaptic current and change in average membrane po-
ential are interdependent, and become difficult to derive ex-
ctly.

The membrane potential response to a current modality
ynaptic input is independent of any previous inputs the neu-
on has received. In the conductance modality, however, the
embrane potential response depends on previous inputs. In

articular, fluctuations in the synaptic input change not only
he membrane potential, but also the effective membrane
onductance, both of which affect the response to subsequent
nputs. These high order interactions give rise to a skewed
embrane potential distribution that has been examined in

epth for other synaptic kernels.28 Fortunately, in the limit of
large number of small inputs �large �, small N� the inter-

ction between the membrane potential deviations and con-
uctance deviations is negligible.29 Making the assumption

hat this interaction can be neglected yields an analytically
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tractable Gaussian-distributed membrane potential. Later, we
make this assumption for analytical ease, but explore cases
in which it does not hold in the simulations.

Under the Gaussian approximation, the effective average
conductance is Geff=Gm+�0�fe+ f i�, which yields an effec-
tive average time constant: �eff�Cm /Geff. The membrane po-
tential mean follows trivially from the effective conductance,
and the variance can be found via the same method em-
ployed for the current modality above to yield

�Vm� 
�0Vsyn�fe − f i�

Gm + �0�fe + f i�
�

�0Vsyn

Geff
�fe − f i� , �10a�

Vm
2 

��0Vsyn�2

2BeffGeff
4 ��Gm + 2�f i�2Nefe + �Gm + 2�fe�2Nifi�

+ � Gm

Geff
� �m

2
Dm

�
��0Vsyn�2

2BeffGeff
2 �WeNefe + WiNif i� +

�eff

2
Dm

� �V�
2 + 
Vm

2 , �10b�

where the first forms are written to stress functional depen-
dencies and the second forms are written to stress the paral-
lels with the Eq. �8� current modality results. Similar to Eq.
�8�, the time constant scaling factor is Beff���eff+� f���eff

+�r��� f +�r� / ��eff� f +�eff�r+� f�r�. The synaptic scaling fac-
tors in the variance are defined as We���Gm+2�0f i� /Geff�2,
and Wi���Gm+2�0fe� /Geff�2. They can be conceptualized
as the weight of one synapse type given the average contri-
bution of the other, and approach unity from opposing direc-
tions as fe approaches f i. Using the same method to find the
moments of synaptic current yields

�Isyn� 
Gm�0Vsyn

Geff
�fe − f i� , �11a�

Isyn
2 

��0Vsyn�2

2�� f + �r�
�WeNefe + WiNif i�. �11b�

The average voltages in Eqs. �8a� and �10a� depend on
the excitatory-inhibitory frequency difference in both cases,
but nonlinearly in Eq. �10a�. In the limit that the average
input conductance ��0�fe+ f i�� is much greater than Gm, the
average membrane potential is inversely proportional to the
frequency sum. This inverse proportionality is likely the
dominant effect in vivo, in which experimental recordings
show that input conductance can be five times greater than
the passive membrane conductance.30 Furthermore, in the
conductance modality the larger the total synaptic input gets,
the smaller �eff becomes. From Eq. �10b�, we see that as �eff

decreases, the impact of intrinsic membrane potential fluc-
tuations is mitigated. In the current modality in contrast, the
effects of intrinsic noise are entirely independent of the in-
put. We will revisit this important distinction later, as it leads
to qualitative differences in the relationship between neu-
ronal output variability and reproducibility.

We examined means and variances in passive integrative

models. Setting �0=Q0 / �Vsyn−Vrest�, we directly compared
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he current means and variances generated by the two mo-
alities. Simulations were run for each combination �e and

i, ranging from 0 to 10 000 Hz in 500 Hz steps �Fig. 3�.
ynaptic input closely matched theoretical predictions. Syn-
ptic current is less sensitive to �e and �i when the synapses
re modeled as conductances, but the average current is still
oughly proportional to the frequency difference �Fig. 3�b��.
owever, the current variance in response to conductance-
ased synapses has a qualitatively different shape than Isyn

2

rom current-based synapses �Fig. 3�c��. The conductance-
nduced variance appears more proportional to the fef i prod-
ct than to the fe+ f i sum. This approximately proportional
ependence is expected from the dominance of f i in the We

erm �and fe in the Wi term� of Eq. �11b�.
The most interesting differences between synaptic cur-

IG. 4. Membrane potential statistics. Potential of a passive membrane resp
alues of excitatory ��e� and inhibitory ��i� Poisson rates �with Ne=Ni=1�, m
ines indicate the membrane potential rest. �b� Membrane potential means ��V
c� Membrane potential variances �Vm

2 � under the same conditions as b. �d�
Ne� and inhibitory �Ni� synaptic synchrony, with �e=�i=1 kHz. Hence, ana
Ni�i� synaptic inputs. �e� Average membrane potentials are the same as in th
ith Ne and Ni than for �e and �i, as seen in �c�, in both modalities. Note t
ent and synaptic conductance models are their effects on
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neuronal output. From the previous simulations, we also ex-
amined the effects on membrane potential �Figs. 4�a�–4�c��.
The average membrane potential �Vm� as a function of �e and
�i behave in the same manner as the synaptic current �Fig.
4�b��. However, membrane potential variance Vm

2 increases
sluggishly with increasing �e and �i for both modalities �Fig.
4�c��. This analysis suggests that physiologically realistic,
independent synaptic events cannot generate highly variable
membrane potential waveforms. Stevens and Zador found
similar results in vitro.24 They suggested that synchronous
synaptic input could be used to generate realistically variable
membrane potentials. To explore waveforms more character-
istic of synaptic trains in vivo, we fixed the Poisson rates to a
reasonable minimum value and varied the number of syn-
apses triggered per event: Ne and Ni. Whereas doubling the

g to ranging synaptic input waveforms. �a� Sample voltage traces for three
ed as current-based �top� and conductance-based �bottom� synapses. Dashed
s a function of �e and �i for current �left� and conductance �right� modalities.
�e� and �f�, the same format as �a�–�c�, but in response to varying excitatory
s traces in �a� and �d� are matched for total excitatory �Ne�e� and inhibitory
ly matched cases of �b�. �f� The potential variances rise much more quickly

garithmic color scale for Vm
2 .
ondin
odel

m�� a
With
logou
e fair
he lo
Poisson rate doubles the number of independent synaptic
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vents, doubling of the synapses per event doubles the deliv-
red charge.

When all synapses are independent �Ne=Ni=1�, lumped
ynaptic current means and variances increase proportionally
o each other �via �x in Eq. �6��. When Poisson rates are
onstant and synaptic synchrony is allowed to vary, lumped
ynaptic current means increase proportionally to the square
oot of synaptic current variance �via Nx in Eq. �6��. Holding,

e=�i=1 kHz, we repeated the passive membrane simula-
ions as a function of Ne and Ni. By varying these synchrony
arameters, the membrane potential variance spans the range
bserved in vivo, without driving the mean potential beyond
hysiologically realistic limits �Figs. 4�d�–4�f��.

Comparing columns of synaptic conductance modality
Fig. 4�, we can summarize three important points. First, by
onstruction, the average membrane potential �Vm� is identi-
ally dependent upon ��e ,�i� and �Ne ,Ni� �Figs. 4�b� and
�e��. Second, the potential variance Vm

2 is critically depen-
ent upon �Ne ,Ni� and relatively unaffected by ��e ,�i� �Figs.
�c� and 4�f��. Third, �Vm� and Vm

2 are approximately or-
hogonal in the �Ne ,Ni� plane. These results generally hold
ndependent of the input modality.

. Subthreshold responses to current
nd conductance: Experimental comparisons

Two primary differences between current and
onductance-based inputs must be considered. First, conduc-
ance inputs reduce the resistance of the postsynaptic mem-
rane, reducing the effectiveness of subsequent inputs. Sec-
nd, as inputs move the membrane potential nearer to the
ynaptic reversal potential, the reduction in driving force
Vsyn−Vm� reduces the charge delivered per synapse
�0�Vsyn−Vm��, independent of the conductance shunt. The
ontributions of reduced driving force are easily confounded
ith those of shunting because both decrease the slope of

urves in which output statistics, including the membrane
otential and firing rate, are plotted against the input
trength. A fair comparison between current and conductance
ould remove the driving force effect, such that the current
elivered by the two modalities of pseudosynaptic wave-
orms could be compared directly. One way to achieve this
air comparison is to plot output statistics versus the total
urrent entering through the synapses.

Because varying synchrony enables realistic levels of
otential variance, in our experimental protocol we held the
oisson rate constant ��=2 kHz� and ranged the synchrony.
o keep our independent variable space one dimensional, we
ontrasted current and conductance waveforms for excitatory
nput only, Ni=0. Via the dynamic clamp technique, we de-
ivered excitatory input to two classes of superficial entorhi-
al cortical neurons: stellate and pyramidal neurons. Each
seudosynaptic waveform was delivered 5 to 20 times as
oth currents and conductances for 5 to 20 values of Ne.
ven though Ne was our varying input parameter, we plot
utput statistics versus the average synaptic current �Isyn�,
alculated post hoc for each waveform, to isolate the shunt-

ng effects �Fig. 5�.

wnloaded 03 Jul 2006 to 152.3.194.116. Redistribution subject to AIP
When plotted versus �Isyn�, the average membrane poten-
tial �Vm� was not affected by the input modality �Fig. 5, left�.
In other words, the average shunting effect of a synaptic
input was not felt by the input itself. This underappreciated
fact can be understood by solving for the average input con-
ductance. Dividing �Isyn� from Eq. �11a� by �Vm� from Eq.
�10a� yields exactly Gm, independent of all other factors. To
verify this result experimentally, we calculated a linear least-
squared fit to the �Vm� versus �Isyn� curves for all neurons.
The slope Rm of this fit does not differ between modalities
�Fig. 5�b�, left�.

The membrane potential variance Vm

2 was smaller in
response to the conductance modality input �Fig. 5, right�.
We performed a linear least-squared fit to the Vm

2 versus
�Isyn� curves for the same neurons. The slope estimates from
Vm

2 in the conductance modality are consistently and sub-
stantially less than in the current modality �Fig. 5�b�, right�.
The response to input variance depends on the input mean:

FIG. 5. Conductance input mitigates Vm
2 increases. Membrane potential

means ��Vm�, left� and variances �Vm
2 , right� as a function of the average

applied current �Isyn�. �a� Potential statistics in an example stellate �top� and
pyramidal �bottom� neuron, in response to the pseudosynaptic current
�black� and conductance �gray�. Error bars denote s.e.m. over the number of
trials repeated at each stimulus amplitude. Dotted lines indicate a least-
squared linear fit. Variance increases more slowly as a function of �Isyn� for
conductance-based inputs. �b� Slopes of the above curves averaged over 14
neurons for which a minimum of three subthreshold input amplitudes were
examined. While �Vm� was not affected by input modality, Vm

2 increased
more slowly in response to increasing pseudosynaptic conductance. Indi-
cated p values from the paired T test.
the more average input conductance, the less variable the
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utput becomes.31 In summary, while �Vm� is only a function
f the average synaptic current, Vm

2 depends on the conduc-
ance as well.

. Suprathreshold responses to current
nd conductance: f - I

Neuronal firing frequency versus applied current func-
ions, so called f - I curves, are easily measured from neurons
n vitro. In general, the slope of the f - I curve decreases with
ecreasing membrane resistance. To demonstrate this point,

f - I curves can be measured in the presence of synaptic back-
round activity. With different computational models of the
seudosynaptic background, it has been shown that increas-
ng the difference between the excitatory and inhibitory con-
uctances shifts the f - I curve, while increasing their sum
hanges the slope of the curve.32 Dynamic clamp studies
ave confirmed this result by demonstrating that f - I curve
lopes, measured as a function of some constant applied cur-
ent, decrease with increasing synaptic activity.16 As such,
he background activity is said to shunt the neuronal mem-
rane. In the in vivo condition, however, there exists no con-
tant applied current. All inputs arrive as synaptic events—
here is no distinction between synaptic signals and synaptic
ackground. To properly examine to what extent activity is
hunting neuronal input, we eliminate the artificial distinc-
ion between signal and background and isolate shunting ef-
ects by accounting for charge mitigation.

We simulated an integrate-and-fire model for both input
odalities, ranging Ne from 1.0 to 7.0 in steps of 0.25 and Ni

rom 0.0 to 4.0 in steps of 0.50 �Fig. 6�. Plotted as a function
f Ne, the curves shifted right and decreased in slope for
ncreasing Ni in both modalities �Fig. 6�b��, indicative of Ni

nduced decreases in average membrane potential. The same
ata plotted against the synaptic current nearly overlie, how-
ver, particularly at higher firing rates �Fig. 6�c��. Close in-
pection �Fig. 6�c�, inset� reveals that slope changes at low
ring rates with changes in Ni. In this perithreshold regime,
haracterized by long and variable interspike intervals, Sha-
len and Newsome showed that the firing rate is controlled
y membrane potential fluctuations.2 Since variance in-
reases with Ne and Ni �Fig. 4�, the perithreshold firing rate is
odulated through synchrony-induced membrane potential
uctuations. This firing rate modulation in the perithreshold
egime is an example of noise-induced softening of a static
onlinearity, which can decrease the phase lag of neuronal
esponses to high frequency input.33

Borg-Graham and colleagues suggested that in vivo
hunting effects may limit the ability of potential fluctuations
o control the firing rate in the excitable regime.34 Indeed,
ifferences between the curves of different Ni are smaller in
he conductance modality �Fig. 6�c�, inset�. However, com-
aring Ni-matched lines across modalities near the threshold,
onductance-based inputs are right-shifted with respect to
urrent-based inputs, particularly for larger values of Ni. This
ight-shift corresponds to excess conductance mitigating the
oise-induced threshold softening. This right-shift and the
orrespondingly increased slope �required to asymptote to

he same curve� are the only functional effects of shunting.

wnloaded 03 Jul 2006 to 152.3.194.116. Redistribution subject to AIP
As with membrane potential variance, the primary dif-
ference between current- and conductance-based inputs is in
the output variability. We verified this effect experimentally
by examining firing rates in response to pseudosynaptic input
from both modalities via the dynamic clamp �Fig. 7�. As in
Fig. 6, plotting the firing rate versus Ne revealed a graph that
superficially appears to include a membrane potential shunt
effect �Fig. 7�a��. However, once corrected for the driving
force by plotting versus �Isyn�, the only remaining difference
is in the excitable regime near the threshold �Fig. 7�b��. We
verified this difference across the population of 14 neurons
by measuring the current threshold for action potential ini-
tiation in both modalities. The threshold for conductance in-
put was higher than for the current input �p�0.01 in the
pairwise T test� by 8.6±2.4 pA �mean ± sem�.

In the model, we examined variability versus the firing
rate for a range of conditions. �Because this examination
requires a large set of stationary data, it was not possible to
perform for experimental data.� For a fixed firing rate, the
coefficient of variation of membrane potential �CVVm

FIG. 6. Firing rate versus synaptic synchrony. The effects of synchronous
synaptic activity on firing rate in an integrate-and-fire model. �a� Sample
voltage traces for three values of excitatory �Ne� and inhibitory �Ni� strength,
where the synaptic strength is the number of synapses that fire synchro-
nously per synaptic event. Synapses are current-based �top� and
conductance-based �bottom� models. Dashed lines indicate membrane po-
tential rest. �b� The average firing rate as a function of Ne for current- �solid�
and conductance- �dashed� based inputs, for three values of Ni: �0,1 ,2�
from left to right. �c� The same data as in �b�, only plotted against the
average current flowing through the synaptic input. All lines approach the
same asymptote. Close inspection �inset� reveals that for a given Ni, current-
based inputs near the threshold induce higher firing rates than conductance-
based inputs.
=Vm/ �Vm�� and the interspike interval �isi� coefficient of
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variation �CVisi=isi / �isi�� are both consistently higher for
increasing values of Ni �Fig. 8�. By tuning Ne and Ni, a range
of spike time variabilities can be achieved for any firing rate
�Fig. 8�b��.

IV. NEURONAL REPRODUCIBILITY

The previous results show that in charge-balanced situa-
tions, the membrane potential variance is decreased by con-
ductance and the action potential threshold is increased. In
this section, we turn our attention away from simple statistics
to address the differences in neuronal output reproducibility
as a function of the input. In response to identical suprath-
reshold inputs, the output of a neuron converges to some

theoretical ideal waveform Ṽm�t�, determined by the inputs
and the neuron itself.35,36 In the most general context, we
consider reproducibility as the similarity of a neuron’s actual

response to Ṽm�t�. We measure reproducibility via separate
statistics in the sub- and suprathreshold regimes.

A. Subthreshold reproducibility: Signal-to-noise ratio

To examine subthreshold reproducibility, we simulated a
passive integration model with an additive noise term for
both input modalities �Fig. 9�. Again holding �e=�i=2 kHz,
we ranged Ne and Ni. For each parameter set, we ran the
model without a noise source to establish the membrane po-

tential trajectory in the absence of noise, Ṽm�t�. The signal
strength was found as the variance of the ideal trajectory and
labeled �V�

2 from Eqs. �8b� and �10b�, where the notation

reminds us that �Vm�t�� is an estimate of Ṽm�t�. We ran each
model with exactly the same synaptic inputs 32 more times
for different additive noise realizations. The noise variance

Vm

2 was calculated as the average squared difference be-

tween realizations Vm�t� and ideal trajectory Ṽm�t�. Since
they are independent—precisely in the current modality, ap-
proximately in the conductance modality—they sum to the
potential variance: Vm

2 =�V�
2 +
Vm

2 .

Signal strength �V�
2 increased with input synchrony in

both modalities, but the effect was particularly strong in re-
sponse to current inputs �Fig. 9�b��. As expected from Eqs.
�8b� and �10b�, noise variance 
Vm

2 was constant in the cur-
rent modality, but decreased dramatically with increasing Ne

and Ni in the conductance modality �Fig. 9�c��. The signal-
to-noise ratio was found as �Vm=�V�

2 /
Vm
2 . Comparing �Vm

across modalities, the current-induced �V�
2 increase and the

conductance-induced 
Vm
2 decrease largely cancel each other

out, leaving signal-to-noise ratios largely independent of mo-
dality, excluding very large �Isyn� �Fig. 9�d��.

In living neurons, noise sources are not simply additive.
We examined the role that increasing conductance plays in
the presence of more realistic noise sources in vitro �Fig. 10�.
Because our protocol did not keep the average membrane
potential constant, we again account for the driving force by
plotting the data versus the average applied current, which
increased with Ne, in both modalities. The ideal trajectory

Ṽm�t� was estimated as the average �Vm�t�� across all trials.
2

IG. 7. Conductance input only affects threshold. Action potential threshold
nd firing rate as a function of synaptic current in stellate �left� and pyrami-
al �right� neurons. �a� The average firing rate as a function of synaptic
trength �Ne� in response to pseudosynaptic current �black� and conductance
gray� in a typical cell from each class. Error bars denote the standard
eviation over the number of trials repeated at each stimulus amplitude. �b�
he average firing rate as a function of the average synaptic current �Isyn�.
he only remaining difference is at low firing rates near the threshold.
IG. 8. Synaptic synchrony increases spike time variability. The effects of
urrent- �left� and conductance- �right� based synchronous synaptic activity
n membrane variability in an integrate-and-fire model. Data from same
rials as in Fig. 6. �a� Potential coefficient of variation �CVVm=Vm/ �Vm�� as
function of the firing rate for five values of Ni: �0,1 ,2 ,3 ,4� from bottom

o top. �b� The interspike interval coefficient of variation �CVisi=isi / �isi��
s a function of the firing rate. For a given firing rate, variability increases
As in the model, signal strength �V� was higher for current-
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ased inputs �Fig. 10�a��. Noise variance 
Vm
2 was consis-

ently lower for evenly matched conductance inputs
Fig. 10�b��.

To quantify the change in reproducibility for our in vitro
ata, we calculated the signal-to-noise ratio � for each

IG. 9. Signal-to-noise ratio. The relationship between membrane potential
deal trajectory variance �V�

2 and noise variance 
Vm
2 in an integrate-and-fire

euron with an intrinsic additive noise term, for varying values of excitatory
Ne� and inhibitory �Ni� synaptic synchrony, with �e=�i=2 kHz. �a� Sample
oltage traces of the ideal trajectories �Dm=0; black lines� and in the pres-
nce of an intrinsic noise term �Dm=2�4 mV�2 /�m; gray lines� for three
alues of Ne and Ni, in response to the pseudosynaptic current �top� and
onductance �bottom� inputs. �b� With �c� and �d�, the same data are plotted
ersus two measures of excitatory input strength, Ne �left� and average cur-
ent �Isyn� �right�, for five values of Ni as labeled. The ideal trajectory vari-
nce �V�

2 increases with excitatory input strength and Ni, but increases much
ore quickly in the current modality. �c� The noise variance 
Vm

2 is constant
all five lines overlay� in the current modality, but decreases with excitatory
nput strength and Ni in the conductance modality. �d� Signal-to-noise ratio
ound as data in �b�, divided by data in �c�.
Vm

wnloaded 03 Jul 2006 to 152.3.194.116. Redistribution subject to AIP
value of �Isyn� in both modalities. The signal-to-noise ratio
increased with �Isyn� because �V�

2 nearly always increased

faster than 
Vm
2 . However, a linear fit to the �Vm versus �Isyn�

curve is typically twice as steep for the conductance modal-
ity than for the current modality �Fig. 10�d��. Hence the
signal-to-noise ratio increases more quickly when total con-
ductance increases with an applied current. This finding
could not be reproduced in the integrate-and-fire model, sug-

FIG. 10. Signal-to-noise ratio increases with conductance. The relationship
between the membrane potential ideal trajectory variance �V�

2 and noise
variance 
Vm

2 in stellate �left� and pyramidal �right� neurons in the current
�black� and conductance �gray� modalities. �a� Example �V�

2 found as the
variance of the average membrane potential trajectory across trials for two
typical cells. Here �V�

2 increases more quickly in the current modality. �b�
Example 
Vm

2 , found as the average squared difference between each trial
and the average trajectory. Current-modality 
Vm

2 is increasingly larger than
conductance-modality 
Vm

2 for increasing �Isyn�. �c� The signal-to-noise ratio
�Vm, found as data in �a�, divided by data in �b�. Linear fits were made to
these curves for all cells �dotted lines�. �d� Slopes of the linear fits in �c�
averaged over 14 neurons. The twofold difference in average slopes of the
�Vm vs �Isyn� fits �d�Vm/dIsyn� indicate that increasing conductance is an
efficient way of increasing �Vm. Statistical p values calculated from the
matched-pair Wilcoxon test.
gesting that it is a consequence of the nonlinear membrane
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onductances and/or their voltage-dependent intrinsic noise
ontributions.

Under our increasing Ne paradigm, the model �Vm is
ndependent of modality, whereas the in vitro data �Vm is
igher for conductance-based inputs. This interesting differ-
nce lead us to further explore conductance induced signal-
o-noise changes in the model. We fixed the average mem-
rane potential to rest by setting Ne=Ni�N and �e=�i��.
e ranged � from 1 to 9 kHz and varied N upward from 0.
ecall from Eqs. �8� and �10� that while both parameters
ffect the membrane potential mean, N has a dominant effect
n variance �Fig. 4�. Every simulation for Fig. 11 has the
ame average membrane potential. Hence, each vertical slice
hrough the plots of Fig. 11 corresponds to a line of constant

Vm
2 and �Vm�.

Increasing � increases the signal strength in the conduc-
ance modality, but has zero effect in the current modality
Fig. 11�a��. Increasing � decreases noise strength in the con-
uctance modality, but has zero effect in the current modality
Fig. 11�b��. For fixed Vm

2 and �Vm�, the current modality

Vm is determined, regardless of N or � �Fig. 11�c��. How-
ver, the signal-to-noise increases with � in the conductance
odality �Fig. 11�c��. In the current modality, �Vm is exactly

efined by the variance, and the neuronal output space is two
imensional: �V � and 2 . In the conductance modality,

IG. 11. Conductance enables signal-to-noise tuning. Relationship between
embrane potential ideal trajectory variance �V�

2 and noise variance 
Vm
2 in

n integrate-and-fire neuron with an intrinsic additive noise term. Excitatory
nd inhibitory Poisson rates were made equal to each other ��e=�i=�� and
aried over the five values indicated. To hold the average membrane poten-
ial at rest, Ne and Ni were also made equal, and ranged to vary Vm

2 . �a�
deal trajectory variance �V�

2 as a function of Vm
2 for constant �Vm�. Higher

oisson rates increase the trajectory variance in the conductance modality
dashed lines�, but have zero effect in the current modality �solid lines: all
ve lines precisely overlay�. �b� Noise variance 
Vm

2 decreases with increas-
ng � in the conductance modality, but has zero effect in the current modal-
ty �all five lines precisely overlay�. �c� In the current modality, �Vm and Vm

2

re linearly related and independent of �. In the conductance modality, for
ny value of Vm

2 , the signal-to-noise ratio �Vm can vary over a wide range
s a function of �.
m Vm
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�Vm is an additional independent dimension that synaptic in-
put can tune. Thus, the conductance modality enables tuning
of reproducibility, whereas the current modality does not.

B. Suprathreshold reproducibility:
Spike-time reliability

To quantify the reproducibility suprathreshold, we turn
to the notion of reliability.37 Identical suprathreshold stimuli
were presented repeatedly to neurons at several amplitudes in
both modalities. Desired spikes, induced from the synaptic
signal as opposed to intrinsic noise sources, were identified
via separate algorithms for computational and in vitro neu-
rons, as described later. Both algorithms yielded Kideal spike
times. Each trial had its own number of spikes, Ktrial. Reli-
able spikes were defined as those occurring within � of a
desired spike time; Krely=number of reliable spikes in a trial.
The presented data were calculated with �=4 ms, but val-
ues from 1.5 to 15 ms yielded qualitatively similar results.
Each trial was given a reliability score, �trial, as the number
of reliable spikes divided by the average number of spikes,
�trial=Krely / ��Ktrial+Kideal� /2�. The reliability scores from all
trials for an input were averaged to yield the total reliability
�% for that input, ranging from 1.0 for perfectly reliable to
0.0 for perfectly unreliable.

For computational experiments, we began by holding
�e=�i=2 kHz, ranged Ni from 0 to 4, and increased Ne, as
necessary to achieve different output firing rates. As before,
we used identical random number series to generate the ex-
citatory and inhibitory synaptic waveforms for each ampli-
tude. We ran a simulation for each waveform without an
intrinsic noise source, Dm=0. All spikes in this noise-free
trial were defined as desired spikes. Simulations were re-
peated with the same synaptic input, but 32 different realiza-
tions of a realistically low amplitude intrinsic noise source,
Dm=2�1 mV�2 /�m. Reliability for each amplitude was calcu-
lated from the desired spike times as described previously
�Fig. 12�a��. Reliability increases with �Isyn� and Ni �Fig.
12�b��. Although slightly higher in the conductance modality,
reliability as a function of firing rate was primarily indepen-
dent of input modality �Fig. 12�c��.

For the in vitro experiments, identical pseudosynaptic
waveforms were presented as current or conductance, scaled
by a ranging Ne. For each input amplitude, all elicited spike
times were combined to form a series of discrete unit-
amplitude delta functions that was convolved with a unit-
amplitude Gaussian window, parametrized by standard de-
viation �. The waveform amplitude was divided by the
number of repeated trials, yielding a smooth spike-time prob-
ability function. Desired spike times were defined as local
maxima in the probability function that exceeded 0.5. Reli-
ability was calculated as described previously and plotted
versus the neuronal firing rate �Fig. 13�. In both modalities,
�% increased with the firing rate, consistent with increas-
ingly synchronous input. In pyramidal neurons, �% as a
function of the neuronal firing rate was typically higher in
the conductance modality �Figs. 13�b� and 13�c�, right�. In
stellate neurons the results were not as clean, although a �%

peak was consistently present in the conductance modality at
the neuron’s preferred firing rate, f �Fig. 13�b�, left�. From
�
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opulation data over the stellate neurons examined, conduc-
ance increased reliability at f� �p�0.01, two-tailed, pair-
ise T test� and its first harmonic �2f�� and subharmonic

f� /2�, but the effect was small �Fig. 13�c�, left�.
To better understand the relationship between input mo-

alities, reliability and variability, we performed one final
omputational experiment to control for the mean output. As
e had for the signal-to-noise ratio simulations �Fig. 11�, we

et �e=�i��, and ranged � from 1 to 9 kHz. For each value
f �, we ranged Ne from 1 to 13. For each parameter pair
� ,Ne�, we found the Ni that yielded an average output firing
ate of 20±0.2 Hz over 180 s of simulation time. �For low
alues of � and Ne, no non-negative value of Ni could yield
firing rate of at least 20 Hz. Stimulation waveforms that

ould not yield a 20 Hz firing rate were not considered.�
Reliability was calculated as previously, from 32 realiza-

ions of a realistically low amplitude intrinsic noise source,

m=2�1 mV�2 /�m. Since all synaptic waveforms yielded the
ame average firing rate, we plot �% against the interspike
nterval coefficient of variation �CVisi�, a measure of output
ariability �Fig. 14�. Hence, each vertical slice through Fig.
4 corresponds to a line of constant firing rate and CVisi. In
he current modality, �% is completely defined by CVisi, in-
ependent of � or N. As was true in the subthreshold case,
he suprathreshold output space is two dimensional: the fir-
ng rate by variability. In the conductance modality, however,

IG. 12. Model spike-time reliability. Spike-time reliability �% in an
ntegrate-and-fire neuron with an intrinsic additive noise term. �a� Raster-
ram of spike times of a model neuron in response to repeated presentations
f the same pseudosynaptic input. The top row depicts Kideal spike times,
dentified by running the model with no intrinsic noise term �Dm=0�. The
ther rows depict Ktrial spike times from five repetitions with different real-
zations of an intrinsic noise term �Dm=2�1 mV�2 /�m�. Spikes that occurred
ithin the gray bars, corresponding to the ideal spike time with which they

lign, were counted as reliable, and summed to yield Krely. �b� The procedure
n �a� was repeated in both modalities for increasing Ne and five levels of Ni,
s indicated. Reliability increased with total synaptic current and Ni, and
as higher for current inputs than for conductance inputs at a given value of

Isyn�. �c� Plotted against the output firing rate, �% increased with Ni. The
onductance modality yielded a small but consistent reliability increase over
he current modality at a given value of the firing rate.
ncreasing values of � right-shift the �%−CVisi curves. Re-
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liability is a third dimension in the suprathreshold output
space, tunable by adjusting the relative contributions of the
Poisson rates and synchrony strengths. While the right-shift
looks different from the experimental left-shifts of Fig. 13,
those data are plotted versus the firing rate only. It is not
feasible to control for the firing rate and variability in vitro.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Current versus conductance

Several differences distinguish current- from
conductance- induced behavior. First, more excitatory synap-
tic inputs are required to reach a given level of depolarization
in response to realistic synaptic conductances than in a cur-
rent input model. This result is primarily mediated through
the driving force. As the membrane potential becomes in-
creasingly positive, the effective charge that flows through
each additional excitatory synapse diminishes �Figs. 3 and

FIG. 13. Spike-time reliability increases with conductance. Repeated pre-
sentations of identical pseudosynaptic trials yielded highly reliable spike
times. �a� Spike-time rastergrams of a stellate neuron in response to identical
waveforms �bottom� presented in both the current �left� and conductance
modality �right�. A reliability �% was calculated for each input amplitude,
as described in the text. �b� Reliability as a function of the average firing rate
in response to conductance �gray� and current �black� for an example stellate
�left� and pyramidal �right� neuron. �c� Reliability with standard error mea-
sures from population data of eight stellate and six pyramidal neurons. Stel-
late neuron �% is plotted against the firing rate normalized by the preferred
firing rate f�, defined as the frequency of their maximum reliability in the
theta frequency range �4 to 12 Hz�.
4�. When comparing neuronal activity in response to the two
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odalities, this driving force effect is easily accounted for by
onsidering membrane potential statistics as a function of the
otal synaptic current �Figs. 5–7�.

The second difference between current and conductance
s both more subtle and, we believe, more important. With
ncreasing conductance, output variability is reduced even
fter accounting for the driving force: the membrane poten-
ial variance is lower �Figs. 4 and 5�; noise-induced threshold
oftening is weakened �Figs. 6 and 7�; and the effective
mplitudes of intrinsic noise sources are diminished
Figs. 9–11�.

The most important difference between current and con-
uctance inputs is that conductance enables reproducibility
uning. In both sub- and superthreshold regimes in response
o current input, reproducibility reflects variability �Figs. 11
nd 14, solid lines�. In response to realistic conductance
aveforms, however, the statistics of the input can tune both

he signal-to-noise ratio and reliability, independent of mem-
rane variance and spike time variability, respectively �Figs.
1 and 14, dashed lines�.

This phenomenon of increased reliability in the conduc-
ance modality may be amplified by differential effects of
urrent versus conductance inputs on membrane potential
eans and variabilities. The increased conductance may alter

eliability through changes in neuronal resonance.38 Perhaps
he reliability peak observed in stellate cells �Fig. 13� was
ot seen in the model because the small amount of resonance
xhibited by integrate-and-fire neurons is abolished by mod-
st noise.39 Furthermore, for a given firing rate and interspike

IG. 14. Conductance enables reliability tuning. The relationship between
pike-time variability CVisi and reliability �% for an integrate-and-fire neu-
on with an intrinsic additive noise term �Dm=2�1 mV�2 /�m�, in response to
urrent �solid lines� and conductance �dashed lines� modality input. Excita-
ory and inhibitory Poisson rates were made equal to each other ��e=�i

�� and varied over the five values indicated. For each � ,Ne was ranged
rom 1 to 13. For each pair �� ,Ne�, Ni was adjusted to yield a neuronal firing
ate of 20 Hz. Trials consisted of 180 s of simulation time, and were re-
eated with 32 different realizations of intrinsic noise, for each parameter set
� ,Ne ,Ni�. In the current modality for fixed frequency, all lines of constant

overlay in the CVisi by �% plane. In the conductance modality, increasing
he Poisson rates produces a rightward shift in the curves.
nterval variability, the membrane potential can be substan-
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tially higher in response to conductance-based inputs �Figs.
6–8�. The change in the average membrane potential will
impact the average state of voltage dependent ion channels,
which may also impact reliability.40

B. Presynaptic input parameter tuning

The relative effects of current and conductance-based
inputs aside, what have we learned about synaptic wave-
forms? We modeled our pseudosynaptic input as a Poisson
train convolved with a difference-of-exponentials synapse
function. The Poisson nature gives the stimulus a Gaussian
noise characteristic, colored by the time constants of the syn-
apse function. An important assumption that we made was to
consider all presynaptic events as uncorrelated, and their to-
tal activity occurring with a characteristic rate �. To impose
a degree of order upon those uncorrelated events, we scaled
all synaptic events by a synchrony parameter N. Hence, the
total rate of presynaptic activity is the product, f =N�.

Other parameters of our model were artificially matched,
simplifying our analysis. For example, we assumed that ex-
citation and inhibition had identical time constants. Because
these time constants are not identical in biological systems,
our data figures are more symmetrical than one would oth-
erwise expect, but that symmetry is irrelevant to a qualitative
interpretation of our results. Furthermore, some parameters
that we held constant could be varied to yield similar effects
to those we explored. For example, from a simple inspection
of Eqs. �5�–�8�, ranging Qe and Qi would have the same
effects as ranging Ne and Ni. However, most synaptic param-
eters, including Qe and Qi, do not vary over short time
scales. On the other hand, the number of synchronous pr-
esynaptic events is often greater than one �many presynaptic
neurons impact their postsynaptic targets with multiple syn-
apses� and may very well be modified by behavioral states.
For example, the degree of synchronous activity in the hip-
pocampus is greatly increased during the so-called theta
rhythm, expressed during periods of active exploration.
Imagine two otherwise uncorrelated hippocampal pyramidal
cells fire synchronously during the theta rhythm. If both cells
synapse onto the same downstream neuron, that neuron will
experience an effective increase in N during active explora-
tion. If both presynaptic neurons continue to fire at the same
average rate, then in our construction � will be reduced such
that f is left unaffected.

In this paper, we have shown that presynaptic inputs can
set any membrane potential or firing rate over a wide range
of input parameter values, enabling fine tuning of output
variability. Membrane potential variance is roughly orthogo-
nal to the mean membrane potential in the Ne−Ni plane �Fig.
4�. At a fixed average membrane potential, noise variance
decreases with increasing conductance, from either N or �
�Fig. 11�b��. The membrane potential variability and inter-
spike interval variability increase with Ne and Ni for any
given firing rate �Fig. 8�.

Spike-time variability closely parallels reliability �Fig.
14�. This finding confirms in vivo results that highly variable
neuronal outputs are highly reproducible across trials41 and
computational results that neuronal information is more cor-

related with input variability �i.e., Ne and Ni� than with the
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verage output firing rate.42 However, like most reliability
easures, ours relies on the existence of a single ideal re-

ponse, and that noise-induced shifts from that ideal may
lter single spike times, but will not change the trajectory.
hile this perspective reflects reality for small noise sources

nd very long duration stimuli,33 it may be oversimplified for
hort trials. In particular, for brief duration inputs, multiple
deal trajectories may exist. The output of a neuron may
epend on the neuronal initial state when the input begins,
nd may jump between trajectories given the right realization
f intrinsic noise.43 Nonetheless, highly variable spike trains
re not necessarily highly reliable. Finely tuned input can
ary reliability without changing the interspike interval
ariability.44 Additionally, our review has focused only on
ynaptic waveforms without any long-term correlations.
ther work has shown that long, temporal correlations in

ynaptic input �e.g., � f �20 ms� can drastically reduce spike-
ime reliability.10

In response to physiologically realistic conductance-
ased inputs, we propose that neuronal responses span an
utput space that includes average rate, variability of rate,
nd reproducibility. The average value of an output �mem-
rane potential or firing rate� is set by the difference in av-
rage charge flow between excitatory and inhibitory synaptic
ignals, �eNe−�iNi in our case of matched amplitudes, time
onstants, and synaptic potentials. The output variability �po-
ential variance or interspike interval coefficient of deviation�
s set by the sum of the signals’ power, proportional to

eNe
2+�iNi

2 in our case of matched synaptic constants. The
eproducibility �signal-to-noise ratio or reliability� is set by
he relative contributions of the excitatory and inhibitory sig-
als to the output mean and variance. The individual signals
an be changed without affecting output means or variabili-
ies by carefully balanced adjustments to the synapses’ con-
titutive parameters �e.g., �e, �i, Ne, and Ni�. This tuning
ould not be possible if synaptic inputs were actually current
ased, and cannot be accomplished with current-input
odels.
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